
From New Orleans Back to The Pass, by Bike

Sometime in late June, after coming back from an afternoon bike ride, I asked Thomas if he 
wanted to ride to New Orleans.  He did, and we decided that we would ride to New Orleans in July 
after I got back from my trip to New Mexico.  Upon returning, however, the weather didn't really 
cooperate, and we got pissed off.  Thomas worked as a lifeguard and his schedule was another thing to 
deal with, so I left Thomas with the task of choosing a date.  Eventually we decided it would be more 
convenient to just go spend the night in Metairie with Annette, our sister, and then ride home the 
following morning.  We did just this on July 24.  

Little preparations were made, other than picking up some spare inner-tubes and packing some 
basic tools to change flats and whatnot.  I rode my 4 year old Schwinn from Academy (the bottom 
bracket, chain rings, and chain were recently replaced), and Thomas rode the old Gitane that the Puffer 
family has indefinitely lent to us.  I had a tail rack already, and Thomas borrowed one from the Puffer's 
that was sitting in their shed.  Milk crates were secured to the back, and we were ready to roll.  

We left Metairie at 7 am and made it back to Pass Christian around 5 o'clock, and went about 85 
miles, so our average speed was around 9 mph.  That's a pretty slow average by most touring standards, 
but oh well.  We had heavy bikes and were in no rush.  Riding through the Rigolets was amazing.  
Driving the Rigolets is nice, but riding a bike through it is better, since you get to see more of the 
details.  We got pretty tired/cramped by the time we got back into MS, and most of that was probably 
from lack of adequate hydration and nutrition (we guzzled water but didn't pair it with useful 
electrolytes and sugars).  All in all it was a great trip, and cheap too – it only cost us about 5 or ten 
bucks each, for water and other sustenance.  In the future maybe we will do more rides, such as going 
from Starkville to Oxford or something.  The one thing about riding on the coast is the relatively flat 
terrain.  In North MS, there are plenty of hills, which will surely make the passage more difficult.  Oh 
well.  Bikes are better than motorcycles.  For now. 



The Route (~85 miles):





Thomas on Magazine St. 



City Park



The slime isle 



Last minute surgery

Leaving Metairie



Canal near Orpheum Ave.

Lakeshore Drive, near UNO





Hayne Blvd, near Little Woods



Paris Rd. Over I-10



Near Six Flags on Paris Rd.

Pedal Fell Off and Threatened the Integrity of the Journey



Integrity Restored

Old Gentilly Road -- NASA



Folgers Factory near HWY 90



HWY 90 near Bayou Sauvage



Water Break Near Venetian Isles

The Bridge near Fort McComb





The Blessed Rigolets -- More Proof That God Loves Us



 Lunch near Fort Pike



Bridge Over HWY 90 near Fort Pike



Twin Spans and Slidell in the Distance





Bridge Near Pearlington on HWY 90



Lower Bay Road, Waveland, MS





The Beach in Waveland -- near the Silver Slipper Casino



Bay St. Louis, near SSC



Crash and Burn at the Mockingbird



The Bay Bridge



Back in the Pass -- Bayview Ave.



Victory!




